Abstract-This paper describes a general analytical procedure an application example is presented to evaluate and compare for steady-state waveform analysis of power electronics circuits the effectiveness of the proposed analytical piecewise solution using orthogonal polynomials. The proposed method exploits the with that of the wavelet-based piecewise approximation. A time-domain piecewise property of power electronics circuits as well as the orthogonality of certain polynomials in order to brief description for handllng feedback control clrcuits iS maximize the accuracy and computational efficiency. This new discussed in Section V. Finally, we give the conclusion in analytical approach can provide a fast means to obtain improved Section VI. and more robust solutions of steady-state waveforms of power electronics circuits.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to permit analytical solutions to be derived for differential equations in terms of polynomial series, the following Steady-state waveform analysis of switching converters pro-codtin mus bestsid conditions must be satisfied: vides important design information, such as device stress, parasitic ringing frequency, etc., for engineers to ensure reliable . The derivatives of the polynomial bases can be expressed circuit operation [1] - [5] . For many nonlinear circuits, finding in terms of the polynomial bases themselves; the steady-state solution is a time consuming task which may . The polynomial bases are orthogonal. also suffer from numerical instabilities, especially for power
The Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials [6] satisfy these electronics circuits consisting of slow and fast variations in conditions and hence are good candidates for the construction different parts of the same waveform.
of analytical solutions for differential equations. The ChebyIt has been shown previously that wavelet approximation shev polynomials of the first kind Tn(x) and the Legendre is well suited for steady-state waveform analysis of power polynomials Pn (x) are defined on the close interval [-1, +1] electronics circuits because of the time-domain piecewise as follows: property of such circuits [7] , [8] . Furthermore, instead of Tn (x) = cosn(arccosx) (1) applying one wavelet approximation to the whole repetition dn (X2 -period, several wavelet approximations can be applied in a Pn(X) = dXn 2nn! (2) piecewise manner to improve the accuracy of approximation and the computational efficiency [9] . The piecewise approach where n is a non-negative integer representing the order of eliminates the difficulty of solving discontinuous differential the polynomial. These Hence, we have |nTo + 2n 5 T2m for n > 3 and n odd FK = -U. (n/2-1)
dx m=OW,
for n > 3 and n odd U (n+ 1)msrows Finally, all the coefficients necessary for generating the where N is the total number of points sampled along the solutionfor each switchstatecanbe obtained by solving(3) interval [-1, 1] for error calculation. In the following, we and hence the complete solution can be found. In a likewise use uniform sampling (i.e., equal spacing) with N = 1001, manner, we may derive the solution based on Legendre poly-including boundary points. nomials.
The parameters for simulation are listed in Table I . We will compare the waveforms of the switch voltage obtained from IV. SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATIONS the numerical wavelet-based and analytical polynomial-based As an example, we consider the flyback converter circuit piecewise approaches. shown in Fig. 1 (a) . This is a realistic model including the Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show the solution waveforms using parasitic capacitance across the switch and leakage inductance the wavelet-based piecewise and analytical polynomial-based of the transformer. We can identify two switch states in the piecewise methods, each with 65 terms. Both methods give a circuit operation as follows. When the switch is turned on, very good waveform approximation, but from Fig. 3 (a) , we current flows through the magnetizing inductance Lm and clearly see that the proposed analytical approach provides a the leakage inductance Ll, with the transformer secondary superior accuracy at the beginning of switch waveform as the opened and the diode not conducting. When the switch is artifactual high frequency components are removed. turned off, the transformer secondary conducts through the From the MAEs and simulation times shown in Table II , the diode, clamping the primary voltage (i.e., voltage across L m) advantage of using the proposed analytical piecewise method to the output network (assuming a 1:1 turns ratio). Thus, Lm is clearly demonstrated. discharges through the transformer primary, while the leakage We also show in Fig. 3 A(t) AU1(1 -s(t)) +UA2S(t) (22) cycle D has to be found by iteration, we first approximate U(t) = U1(1 -s(t)) + U2s(t) (23) the output voltage waveform with an initial value of D of with s(t) defined as 0.5 using polynomials of lower order (e.g., n = 10). The averaged output voltage is then compared with the desired ( 0~for 0 < t < TD voltage reference. Then, we adjust the D using an iterative s(t) ={<1
for TD . t < T (24) algorithm such as the bi-section method until the approximated t s(t-T) for all t > T.
output voltage is within the designed tolerance level. Finally, and the U's and A's being derivable from the circuit topolo-the waveforms are approximated with the final value of D gies.
using polynomials up to an appropriate order. 
